Explore all the recent updates to the Pluralsight Skills platform.

Stay ahead of the tech curve by joining our Pluralsight + A Cloud Guru product release webinar (opens in new tab) to introduce you to what's new in Pluralsight Skills and ACG.
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Help Center

The Help Center welcomes A Cloud Guru

The Pluralsight Help Center is proud to welcome A Cloud Guru (ACG) to our lineup. Now you can find articles for Skills, ACG, and Flow—all under one roof.
Search results filtering

Now you can filter your Help Center search results by top-level category. This makes it easier to find what you need when your search term appears in multiple categories.

1. **Taking the skills assessment**
   Last Updated: 02/21/2023 in A Cloud Guru ➤ ACG for business ➤ Team member assistance
   Tags: ACG
   
   Taking the skills assessment You've likely just received an email inviting you to take the skills assessment... As you can see, you'll find your estimated skill level compared to results of your skills assessment... Unsure of where your skills are? No worries.

2. **I have basic cloud skills, but I want to broaden my skill set**
   Last Updated: 02/17/2023 in A Cloud Guru ➤ Course material ➤ Course taking
   Tags: ACG
   
   If you have not added a new skill in the last couple of years you are likely to be going the way of the... RHCSA or LPIC-1/2 to build your Linux skills Essentials For Windows Admins on AWS DynamoDB Beginner... Consider developing understanding and skills in your discipline across multiple vendors so that you can
Learner releases

Tech Foundations post-assessment redesign
The post-assessment page for Tech Foundations (opens in new tab) has been redesigned to better meet the needs of learners. This redesign organizes missed questions by video clip instead of topic and displays a link to the specific clip of the topic video that the learner should rewatch. The summary doesn’t give the specific answer, but it allows the learner to better understand where they need to improve.

Leader releases

Advanced Skills Inventory analytics

Custom skill groups
Now you can use custom skill groups to create a customized Inventory report made up of specific skills to match your organization’s unique learning goals and objectives.

User skill progression
Now you can view individual skill progression in the Skills Inventory report (subject detail view). The report has been redesigned to surface the tools you’ve been asking for:

- The Reassessed users trend over time and Skill level breakdown visualizations help you see where your team lies as a whole for a particular subject and skill set.
- The Skills assessments tab now allows you to invite engaged, unassessed learners to take an assessment right from the report.
- The new User skill progression tab shows you the initial and current skill level for each assessment a learner has taken, showing you the results of their time spent in the Skills platform.
- The User engagement tab shows assessment activity by individual users and allows you to see the content and assessment interactions that have contributed to their current skill level.

Apps and offline viewing

Tech Foundations for mobile
Learners with access to Tech Foundations can now watch Tech Foundations courses on our mobile apps. Download the app from our downloads page (opens in new tab) to start learning on the go.
If you need help, please email Pluralsight Support (opens email form) for 24/7 assistance.